
I was successful in the traditional definition of 
success, I have founded and successfully exited 
multiple businesses in several verticals. 
However, I made several decisions, that cost me 
dearly. Those decisions landed me at “rock 
bottom”, where I was trapped for several years, 
it was a dark phase in my life. 
I started searching for tools that would help me 
overcome the physical, mental and emotional 
challenges I faced. 
In my journey, I discovered that there has been 
a wave of all forms of motivation, from speakers, 
courses, workshops, and books 
(I should know, I coauthored a book on  

motivation). I also discovered that none of 
these changes were long-lasting, I was trapped 
in a habitual loop. 
Until I discovered that the system of 
Transformation starts with the Inner-Game. 
Once I came out of the other side of my "rock 
bottom", I mapped the blueprint of sustainable 
Transformation. 
I gave myself the moniker 'Transformation 
Architect', where I plan, design, and oversee the 
transformation of entrepreneurs and high 
performers focusing on how to Master their 
Inner-Game.
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Graduate of OPM at Harvard 
Business School, Alumnus, 2012

Completed over 2500+ hours 
of 1-on-1 and Group Coaching

Mindset and essentialism student

25 years of entrepreneurial 
experience Certified Executive Coach, NLP

Coached entrepreneurs whose 
businesses represent a combined 
revenue of over $2.3B
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and Board Member

Certified Speaker, EO Global 
Speakers Academy 2022

WHY DHIREN SHOULD SPEAK AT YOUR NEXT EVENT

Creator of several programs: SuperHuman Journey, Master Your Inner 
Game, Power of Forgiveness, Recode Your Thoughts 

BRANDS THAT TRUST ME



The KeyWorks are designed for Corporate Teams who want to scale their business.
It can be delivered in 60 minutes, half/full day, or retreat format.

If you do….you must be a high performer!

I’ve been there, done that, I got the t-shirt!

And that’s when I learned that the only 
sustainable competitive advantage that 
we have, is not your business strategy, it’s 
not what you learned in business school.

It’s your Inner Game!
The reality is that you’re going to be 
successful anyway, these 3 tools will 
accelerate your success!

Some of my KeyWorks

Share a simple framework to 
outmaneuver your business’s 
most stealth competitor.
Show you how you can sharpen 
your team's focus to drive 
growth in your business.

Show you a tool used by the 
most inspiring leaders.

In the KeyWorks, Dhiren will:

Email us at transform@dhirenharchandani.com
Visit us at www.dhirenharchandani.com

Do you find yourself asking yourself, “Is this the best use of my time?”
Do you ever find yourself stretched too thin?

Do you try to do it all?
Are there times when you don’t feel alive and desirable?

Do you feel like you’re constantly in motion but not getting anywhere?

Book Dhiren to speak at your next event and your audience will
learn three powerful interventions to Master their Inner Game.

How to Master Your Inner Game for the Workplace

Why your Inner Game is Paramount in the Age of AI

The Essentialist Leader

Lessons from Endurance Racing

Stop Hitting “Rock-Bottom” with Meditation

The Corporate Athlete



WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING ABOUT DHIREN

FEATURED IN

ISHANA TOLANI
OGILVY

“Amidst the pandemic, this workshop came as a refreshing 
change and awakening. The one thing that stood out for me 
was ensuring we make ourselves our number 1 priority... 
something we constantly forget to do in our daily hustle today, 
particularly us folks in the ad industry. I look forward to more 
and more such inspiring content from Dhiren and would 
recommend his workshops for all workplaces looking to provide 
healthier environments for all employees to benefit from.”

CHRISTY PRETZINGER
OWNER & CEO, WRITERGIRL

“I have heard Dhiren's talk, and it's truly 
transformational. He makes the "inner game" 
relatable and actionable, all while weaving a 
moving story of his own experience. Well worth 
having talk with you and your team!”

ANTONY TINKER
LEADING DIRECTOR, iTS LEADERSHIP LTD.

“I have heard Dhiren's talk and recommended 
him as a speaker to anyone who wants to 
learn more about calmly navigating the 
chaotic waters of business and be able to 
thrive on the other side. He is an excellent, 
passionate and emotive speaker.”

DR AHMMAD GARATLI
FOUNDER, GULF BUSINESS TRAINING CORPORATION

“Excellent program, obviously an expert in his 
field. I thoroughly enjoyed Dhiren's training 
as the delivery was in an interesting format. 
He has the ability to bring out the best in the 
participants taking part in his training”

DR. ARI BROWN
AUTHOR OF THE 411 SERIES

“I was fortunate to hear Dhiren speak this 
week - his wisdom is powerful, evocative, 
and captivating. I highly recommend him 
as a speaker!”

“I can say, without a shadow of a doubt, 
that Dhiren is the reason why I grew my 
company. I was lucky enough to be 
mentored by Dhiren at an early stage in my 
entrepreneurial journey.”

AHMED AL AKBER
CEO, HELLO CHEF

JYOTI PATTNI
ENTREPRENEUR

“We brought Dhiren to Tanzania for a learning 
event, and I can say it was one of our 
highest-rated events. The value that Dhiren 
gave us with his keynote was eye-opening. He 
has amazing tools to help you transform and 
it all begins with changing just one thing! 
Highly recommend him! "


